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DeepBlue,Australia’s string rock experienceare back with their brand new show,
Who Are Youat Brisbane Powerhouse from 10-14th October.
Imagine a show that shuffles Radiohead, Corelli, Gotye and DeepBlue originals remixed
with lush strings, big beats and rock ‘n’ roll.Who Are You is all about the music and the
moments that shape our lives. The performers’ exquisite playing, precision moves and
circus antics are guaranteed to delight audiences.
Co-producer Andy Arthurs describes a DeepBlue show as a social night that is full of fun.
“In all DeepBlue shows, audiences experience fantastic emotional performances from
16energetic musicians. We hope that everyone will have a great night out together”.
At Brisbane Powerhouse DeepBluewill dig deeper into the desires of their audience,
continuing a conversation, which has previously seen their fans text in their dreams and
song requests. Audiences are invited to use their Wi-Fi enabled devices (smart phones,
iPadsetc) to access DeepBlue’smobile web app - an Interactive Show Programmmethat is
full of info about DeepBlue’s music. Thisgroundbreaking idea also enables audience
members to confidentially share identity-forming moments of their lives during the
show. Of course, others will just want to sit back and have fun watching the show.
Since 2006DeepBlue has worked and performed with over 5000 young musicians across
Australia in YoungBlue workshops and holiday programs. Visit www.youngblue.net.au
for more info. For the first time in Brisbane,DeepBlue is alsoinvitingsingers to contact
DeepBlue to get involved in the show.
Judging from the reception of DeepBlue’s recent South and West Australian tour, these
innovations in the show will add a new dimension to the performance, which connects
the audience with the orchestra in new ways.
Over the past year this SE Queensland-based group has been busy developing their new
show,and recording their third CD with help from their principal sponsor QUT. DeepBlue
is excited to premiere their brand new show and launch their CD in the Powerhouse’s
cabaret setting, where they can bring performers and audiencestogether to experience a
great night out.
DeepBlue’s Brisbane Powerhouse performances in October:
Wed 10th 7:30pm (CD launch)
Thursday 11th7:30pm
Fri 12th 10:30am (kids’ cushion concert)
Fri 12th 7:30pm
th
Sat 13 1:30pm (matinee)
Sat 13th 7:30pm
Sun 14th 5:30pm
DeepBlue have wowed audiences across Australia and overseas, sold out their last two
Brisbane seasons, and were finalists on year’s TV show Australia’s Got Talent.
This is the only chance to see DeepBlue’sWho Are You in Brisbane in 2012 and
Powerhouse tickets have already started selling fast! For more information visit
www.deepblue.net.auor buy tickets on mobile m.deepblue.net.auor find “deep blue
orchestra” on Facebook.
For high res copies of DeepBlue photos or to arrange an interview with a DeepBlue
performer, please contact Greta Kelly on 0422 588 693 or gretackelly@gmail.com

